Run 2458
Divot repeated.
On time yet again your grand master bounced in with seconds to spare despite
Bags advising that he had the assembled geared up. So first our visitor from
Perth, Adelaide, Darwin ad nauseum. Anyway "fingers" as he is addressed
joined the throng of walkers.
So out we go 17 runners but this soon drifted back to 11 once the trail got
serious. A few checks before it looped back up to mains road.
Tinker bell leads the way up own Heidelberg street and then dices with the
traffic to be first over Lytton road into Mowbray park. The pack duly waits but
not for long as like lemmings they run the gauntlet with the traffic. Along thorn
into lambert and then onto dockside. The leaders are lost so your GM takes
control finds the trail with bugs and heads under the overpass towards first
impromptu drinks stop at the ferry terminal. Moving off at a fast rate of knots.
With the senior members now lagging behind the thoughts turn towards the
nearest short cut.
Sprinting along the kangaroo cliff park towards the timber staircase where the
short cutters ascended with the true runners maintaining the track. At the top
of the cliffs it was a quick loop to mains road and back to the pineapple to the
waiting walkers. The remainder of the runners arriving shortly thereafter.
Divot pulled in the miscreants and named miles for SOTW. Not sure if Vaso was
named during this run but worth mentioning that two of his previous squeezes
turned up for Friday night drinks. Yet to hear the full outcome of this story.
Those in attendance need to provide more details.
The barmen recognised all from the previous week so easy ordering for the
beer.
Food good
Run too long for the short cutters

